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Introduction

The future belongs to those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams"
~ Eleanor Roosevelt
Hello Bridal Beauty!
My goal with this resource is to teach you how to accessorize your
wedding gown.
This is based on 8 popular dress necklines. Find the neckline that
matches your dress and read up! It's a mini workbook. Included are
some prompts and questions. Use them to take notes so you get a
clear vision of your ideal bridal look. Look for the real bride examples
for ideas based on the necklines.
Be sure to read the 7 tips to design your perfect bridal look and don't
miss the 3 mistakes brides make when choosing their accessories.
Then at the the end of the book is a Bridal Planner. This will help you
decide on jewelry/gifts for others in your bridal party. Clear your
mind and get it down on paper! Then take action!
Don't have your gown, yet? Just read through the book to help you
find a look that you want for your wedding day.
Of course, use this to help accessorize your bridesmaids’ dresses as
well. The same rules apply!
When you get to the end and you decide you still need help or are
ready for a custom creation I would love to help you design it!
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7 Tips

TO DESIGN YOUR PERFECT BRIDAL LOOK

Think of Your Theme

Ponder Your Pictures

Do you have an overarching theme such as vintage, rustic
or Hollywood glam? The theme will guide you in making
decisions on accessories and all the other details. What if
you don't have a theme? First look at what you already
have planned. You may be incorporating one without even
knowing. If you really don't have a theme, then you can
just move on to the next tip.

One of my favorite photographers gave me a tip about jewelry
for brides:
Jewelry adds interest to your photographs. The photographer
will be taking up close photos of you in your gown and with
your flowers. Think about those close-ups and the detail you
could add! That famous ring picture will have even more visual
power with some interest from extra jewelry. Jewelry doesn't
need to be the statement, but it is the icing on the cake!

Consider Your Decolletage
What the heck is a decolletage? This is basically the area
between your neck and your bust. Your dress style will
determine what your decolletage shape. Do you have a
Sweetheart or V-neck dress? These styles are perfect for
necklaces!

Be Yourself!
Don't stray too far from your comfort zone. You want to
look like the best version of yourself on your big day. Do you
like statement jewelry or something more delicate? As a
jewelry artist, I want my brides to wear the jewelry again for
their anniversaries, so if you stray too much from your style,
you are unlikely to sport it again.

“I've always thought of accessories of as
the exclamation point of a woman's
outfit.” ~ Michael Kors
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Make a Hair and Make-up Plan
You probably already have a wedding Pinterest board, but
consider making one specifically for your bridal look with all
those elements included. This will help your hair and/or
make-up lady at your trial! Plan a hair and make-up trial 2-3
months ahead. If you don't like the trial, it gives you time to
make adjustments. At least having an idea will help you
decide what kind of hair accessories will accent your look.

Ceremony vs Reception

Match Your Metals
There is no hard and fast rule for matching metals, but it does
make it easy to let the metal guide your jewelry choice.
Do you have a beaded belt with silver accented crystals?
Maybe you have gold thread embroidery on your gown?
Take a close look at your dress. A close-up photograph of the
details will help when you have a hard time remembering
after waiting 12 weeks for the dress to come in. This will also
help the jewelry artist in creating the perfect jewelry for you.

Most brides will have two looks on their wedding day. No, I
don't mean two dresses. I mean one look for the Ceremony
and one for the Reception. During the ceremony you have
your veil and flowers adding interest. This is the part most
brides think of when planning what they will
wear. However, before you get announced are you likely to
take off the veil and put down the flowers. So now you are
only wearing your dress. This is when you want the jewelry
to do its work, by adding the finishing touch. The jewelry
and hair accessories become more important now, so let
your style shine!

“The only thing that separates us from
the animals is our ability to
accessorize.” ~ Steel Magnolias
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3 Mistakes

BRIDES MAKE WHEN CHOOSING THEIR BRIDAL JEWELRY

Mistake #1

Don't wear any jewelry at all

Sometimes when faced with the decision to accessorize, brides opt for nothing.
This is a big mistake. Not because I want you covered in jewelry, but because it
adds details. I want you to wear what makes you comfortable. Everyone will be
looking at you so its best to complete your look with jewelry.

Mistake #2 Choose the wrong type of jewelry for their dress.
This can include wearing too much jewelry when wearing a beaded dress,
pieces to delicate for a simple dress, and so much more. Find your neckline in
this ebook and start building from there.

Mistake #3 Settle for something they already own.
Doesn't a gorgeous new gown deserve brand new jewelry? It's also likely you
won't have something that makes your dress shine. In addition, the jewelry will
become a sentimental piece you can wear again for every anniversary!
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Illusion Neckline

An Illusion neckline includes either a sheer covering or lace up
near the collar bone. A bateau is a wide high boat neckline that
follows the curves of the collarbone.
For a high neckline choose statement earrings and a matching
bracelet. Don't forget the hair accessories, it's another great
way to draw the eye upwards.
If the Illusion or boat neckline sits lower then you could add a
scoop style necklace, like a single strand of pearls or a single
crystal choker style necklace. It all depends on the details of
your gown.
DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?
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What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?

V- Neckline

The V-Neck or the Deep V-Neck is the sexiest of the wedding
dress necklines.
It is also a versatile neckline for expressing your style. The best
jewelry choices are ones that highlight the neckline shape. So
choose bib necklaces that have a V shape or a Y-necklace that
mirrors the V and highlights your cleavage.
My favorite style is the Y-necklace. We can make it as
elaborate or delicate as you want and incorporate the details of
the dress.
DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS

Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?
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What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?

Sweetheart Neckline

Sweetheart is a beautiful and highly popular neckline. It
highlights your femininity without being as dramatic as the VNeckline. Most often you find it as a strapless gown. In a
strapless gown you can run the risk of looking naked in some
pictures. That is why I encourage you to wear a necklace with
this style. However, if a necklace is not your style, then opt for
statement earrings and a matching bracelet.

This style also lends itself to a varitey of jewelry options. You
can choose options from a bold statement necklace to a
delicate tradtional look. Choose your jewelry based on the look
you are trying to achieve.
DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS

Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?

What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?
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Halter Neckline
The Halter style is a dramatic dress style. It is limiting, though,
in terms of jewelry options. My first suggestion with a halter
style neckline is to stick with a bracelet and matching earrings
and a fun hair accessory.
However, you could also choose a delicate pendant necklace
depending on the thickness of the straps.
A lot of halter style dresses have a high necklace with a small
tie around the neck. That would mean dramatic earrings would
be the perfect choice! Don't forget the hair piece for more
drama!
DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS

Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?

What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?
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Scoop Neckline

This is one of the most versatile dress styles for accessorizing.
The level of design details will tell you whether you can go
with a bold statement necklace or something more understated
such as a simple pendant necklace. Your decolletage is just
begging for adornment!
The style are options are wide open:
-Multiple strand scoop necklace
-Bib necklaces for a dramatic effect
-Delicate scoop necklace or a strand a pearls.
DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS

Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?
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What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?

One-Shoulder

The One-Shoulder Style makes a bold statement! There is a
wide variety of one-shoulder necklines. The higher the
neckline the less chance you want a necklace. Statement
earrings would be your jam!
A low neckline with a subtle shoulder strap could give you the
chance for a beautiful pendant necklace.
But if you want a real statement then choose a bold necklace!
A dramatic short choker will create balance.

DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS

Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?
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What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?

Queen Anne Neckline

This is truly a regal dress. With a high collar in the back and a
V or scoop neck in the front, it will be sure to steal the
spotlight. This style dress is best suited for traditional or
classic jewelry.
Add touches of sparkle or glamour with a crystal and pearl
bracelet and matching earrings.
Go for the stunner with this dress. Glam it up with crystals,
pearls and an elaborate hair piece!

DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS

Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?

What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?
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Off-the-Shoulder
In this example I am focusing on a straight neckline. If you
have a sweetheart shape, then see page 9.
This style is very versatile when it comes to jewelry options.
You can go from subtle bling at the neck all the way to as bold
as you like. You choose what works best with your dress and
your style.
You may want to create balance with a heavy ruffed skirt with
a statement necklace. If your dress is more flowy and soft go
for a subtle scoop necklace, such as a small pendant necklace.
DESCRIBE YOUR DRESS

Include details, color, materila, beading, metals, ect

WHATJEWELRY DO YOU ENVISION?

What types of jewelry? Earrings, Necklace, etc?
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Bridal Jewelry Planner
Hey there Bridal Beauty! I want you to use this planner to figure out what bridal accessories you are looking to
purchase. Use your new knowledge about the best jewelry for your neckline, the 7 tips to pick the best jewelry, and
those 3 mistakes you want to avoid! Plan for yourself and your entire bridal party! Ex: Are you going to need
earrings, bracelet and a hair piece? What about cuff links or ties clips for the Groom and Groomsmen?

Bridal Jewelry

Bridal Party Jewelry

Hair Accessories

Mother Gifts

Other Bridal Accessories

Groom & Groomsmen Gifts
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Why Custom Jewelry?
Benefits for the Bride:

Benefits for your bridesmaids:

Get jewelry that perfectly suits your style and your dress
Free up your valuable time to spend on more important
bridal planning activities.
It is a special memento you will have long after your wedding
day is over
Wear it again for every anniversary

Makes it easy to get bridal jewelry, bridal party jewelry and
groomsmen gifts all in one place
All the gifts come beautifully wrapped up with a
individualized poem and their names
Create different jewelry styles for each bridesmaid using
the same materials for a cohesive look
Create multiples of the same jewelry for a large bridal
party

An affordable luxury

Solve the issues of metal allergies, no piercings and other
obstacles.

Create a special heirloom you can pass down
Create something truly unique by coordinate the colors and
looks you want with ease.
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Schedule your free
Custom Jewelry Styling Session!
www.StyleAvenueStudios.com
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Note Pad
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Special Thanks
“Team work makes the
dream work”

A special thanks to everyone who helped me create this
amazing resource for you! Just like your wedding, it takes
a bunch of talented people to create your dream vision.
Photography Provided by:
Lolita Vasquez Photography (Cover Photo)
Cearra Cannon Cannon Fire Photography
Curtis Ostrom Photography
Elyse Alexander Photography
Dianna Sanders Simply You Photography

A huge thank you to all my past bridal clients that have
allowed me to become a special part of their wedding
day!

Emily Wilke | 916.812.1114
emily@styleavenuestudios.com
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